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Some crimes are bigger than others, and the same is true of crime stories. Rogues Gallery brings together for
the first time a series of shorter Sebastian McCabe-Jeff Cody mysteries - three novellas and two short stories.
The many fans of the McCabe - Cody novels will be delighted to find that these tales are characterized by the
same dry humor, solid plotting, and adroit characterization that distinguished the novel-length adventures.
This case book includes:
Art in the Blood - An art show in downtown Erin, featuring the works of Kate McCabe and other female
artists, goes horribly awry when murder stalks the gallery.
The Revengers - Halloween finds Jeff Cody and Lynda Teal dressed as John Steed and Emma Peel. But
before they get to the party, they find themselves in an Avengers-like mystery.
Santa Crime - Sebastian McCabe, dressed as Santa Claus for a Christmas event at a local charity, finds
himself acting more like Sherlock Holmes to solve a holiday theft.
A Cold Case - House-hunting turns into a nightmare for the newly married Jeff and Lynda when a body turns
up in the freezer chest of a house they'd like to call home.
Dogs Don't Make Mistakes - Nobody would blame Jeff and Mac's friend Ashley Crutcher for shooting her
estranged husband when he entered their home in the middle of the night. But she insists she didn't do it.

PRAISE FOR ROGUE'S GALLERY
Dan Andriacco hits it out of the park with Rogues Gallery, a collection of short mystery stories featuring the
two unlikely brothers-in-law and modern day Holmes and Watson of Sebastian McCabe and Jeff Cody.
Narrator Cody is a sardonic, witty newlywed everyman while McCabe (rotund in the tradition of Nero
Wolfe) is an avid, oddball Sherlockian with formidable powers of his own. Andriacco's distinctive tone
delights - in a similar manner to the brilliant M.C.Beaton - with his combination of cozy, small town detail
and hilarious and pointed observations of its denizens.The cozy elements are all in the settings, here
including an all-female art show, Christmas and Halloween parties, college politics and the developing
relations of Cody and his new bride as they navigate newlywed issues. But unlike many mysteries with cozy
elements, Andriacco's plots are masterful. Like a skilled close-up magician, Andriacco lulls you into what
appears to be quiet Midwestern sense of normalcy, only to turn up an ace from his sleeve with a murderous
surprise. You're in the hands of a master of mystery plotting here. Rogues Gallery is a delightful read, hard to
put down, and highly recommended. And did I say fun?
- Hollywood screenwriter Bonnie MacBird, author of TRON
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From reader reviews:

Margert Lewis:

Book will be written, printed, or illustrated for everything. You can realize everything you want by a e-book.
Book has a different type. We all know that that book is important point to bring us around the world. Beside
that you can your reading proficiency was fluently. A reserve Rogues Gallery will make you to always be
smarter. You can feel far more confidence if you can know about almost everything. But some of you think
which open or reading a book make you bored. It's not make you fun. Why they could be thought like that?
Have you looking for best book or acceptable book with you?

Roger Bennett:

This book untitled Rogues Gallery to be one of several books this best seller in this year, that is because
when you read this book you can get a lot of benefit upon it. You will easily to buy this specific book in the
book retail outlet or you can order it via online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It makes you
more readily to read this book, as you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no reason for your
requirements to past this reserve from your list.

Valerie Orbison:

Beside this specific Rogues Gallery in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get nearer to the new
knowledge or facts. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh through the oven so don't
end up being worry if you feel like an older people live in narrow village. It is good thing to have Rogues
Gallery because this book offers to you readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you do not
get what it's interesting features of. Oh come on, that will not end up to happen if you have this with your
hand. The Enjoyable agreement here cannot be questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. Techniques
you still want to miss that? Find this book and also read it from at this point!

Macie Tiffany:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you may
have it in e-book means, more simple and reachable. This Rogues Gallery can give you a lot of close friends
because by you investigating this one book you have issue that they don't and make anyone more like an
interesting person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This e-book offer you
information that maybe your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than other make you to be great men and
women. So , why hesitate? Let me have Rogues Gallery.
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